## UAccess Community: More Than Just the Forums
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### Symposium
The UAccess Symposium brings together University of Arizona staff and faculty who are interested in furthering the use of UAccess systems in their workplace.

The Symposium provides an ideal setting for discussing ideas, finding resources, connecting with colleagues, and learning about best practice approaches.

### Speaker Series
Units across campus are making UAccess systems work in all sorts of creative ways. The UAccess Speaker Series is your opportunity to hear what's working in your colleagues' departments.

Come hear how your colleagues have used UAccess to streamline their business or solve challenges. Who knows what you might be able to put to work in your department?

### Newsletter
The UAccess Community boasts over 2,200 members from all across campus. It could be a tremendous undertaking to keep all of them informed of the myriad activities going on. Fortunately, we have a handy solution.

Our monthly Newsletter encapsulates and highlights the most commented-on posts from all of the different forums, gives tips and tricks that users have posted, and informs readers of upcoming events.

The newsletter is the best way to keep up to date with all the latest news.

### Analytics Recap
If you use UAccess Analytics, you should subscribe to the Analytics Forum. Just click the Follow link at the bottom of the main Forum page.

Don’t have time to read every post? No problem! Every Monday, Steve Singkofer writes and posts an Analytics Recap to the Analytics Forum, detailing the different posts received the previous week.

### Resource Pages
Business Office resource pages focus on information both peripherally and directly required for your day-to-day job.

The UAccess systems resource pages focus on the five individual UAccess systems: Analytics, Employee, Financials, Research, and Student. Here you will find helpful "one-sheet" documents, links to online training, and more.

### FAQs
The Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) page will help you navigate through the Community.

You’ll learn all you need to know, and then some, by perusing through the dozen questions and answers posed here.

### The Team
- Melanie Cooley
- Catherine Zavala
- Jennifer Doll
- Evy Lizárraga
- Suzanne Zimbardo
- Steve Singkofer
- Ryan Straight

### Contact
- UITS Workshops and Training Team
- uitsworkshopteam@list.arizona.edu
- http://uits.arizona.edu/workshops/